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Training of quantum circuits on a hybrid
quantum computer

D. Zhu1*, N. M. Linke1, M. Benedetti2,3, K. A. Landsman1, N. H. Nguyen1, C. H. Alderete1†,

A. Perdomo-Ortiz2,4, N. Korda5, A. Garfoot5, C. Brecque5, L. Egan1, O. Perdomo6, C. Monroe1,7

Generative modeling is a flavor of machine learning with applications ranging from computer vision to chemical
design. It is expected tobeoneof the techniquesmost suited to take advantage of the additional resources provided
by near-term quantum computers. Here, we implement a data-driven quantum circuit training algorithm on the
canonical Bars-and-Stripes dataset using a quantum-classical hybrid machine. The training proceeds by running
parameterized circuits on a trapped ionquantumcomputer and feeding the results to a classical optimizer.Weapply
two separate strategies, Particle Swarmand Bayesian optimization to this task.We show that the convergence of the
quantum circuit to the target distribution depends critically on both the quantum hardware and classical optimiza-
tion strategy. Our study represents the first successful training of a high-dimensional universal quantum circuit and
highlights the promise and challenges associated with hybrid learning schemes.

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid quantum algorithms (1) use both classical and quantum re-
sources to solve potentially difficult problems. This approach is partic-
ularly promising for current quantum computers of limited size and
power (2). Several variants of hybrid quantumalgorithms have recently
been demonstrated, such as the Variational Quantum Eigensolver for
quantum chemistry and related applications (3–7) and the Quantum
Approximate Optimization Algorithm for graph or other optimiza-
tion problems (8–9). Hybrid quantum algorithms can also be used for
generative models, which aim to learn representations of data tomake
subsequent tasks easier. Applications of generative modeling include
computer vision (10), speech synthesis (11), the inference of missing
text (12), denoising of images (13), and chemical design (14). Here, we
apply a hybrid quantum learning scheme on a trapped ion quantum
computer (15) to accomplish a generative modeling task.

Data-driven quantum circuit learning (DDQCL) is a hybrid frame-
work for generative modeling of classical data where the model con-
sists of a parameterized quantum circuit (16). The model is trained by
sampling the output of a quantum computer and updating the circuit
parameters using a classical optimizer. After convergence, the optimal
circuit produces a quantum state that captures the correlations in the
training datasets. Hence, the trained circuit serves as a generativemodel
for the training data. Theoretical results suggest that such generative
models have more expressive power than widely used classical neural
networks (17,18). This is because instantaneous quantum polynomial
circuits—special cases of the parameterized quantum circuits used for
generativemodeling—cannot be efficiently simulated by classicalmeans.

The Bars-and-Stripes (BAS) dataset is a canonical body of synthetic
data for generativemodeling (19). It can be easily visualized in terms of
images containing horizontal bars or vertical stripes, where each pixel

represents a qubit. Here, we use the uniformly distributed two by two
BAS shown in Fig. 1 in a proof-of-principle generative modeling task
on a trapped-ion quantum computer. This is the first successful dem-
onstration of generative quantum circuits trained onmultiqubit quan-
tum hardware. We note that there has been a single-qubit experiment
in this context (20).We compare the performance of different classical
optimization algorithms and conclude that Bayesian optimization
(BO) shows substantial advantages over Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) for this task.

The experiment is performed on four qubits within a seven-qubit
fully programmable trapped ion quantum computer (21) (seeMaterials
and Methods). With individual addressing and readout of all qubits,
the system can perform sequences of gates from a universal gate set,
composed of Ising gates and arbitrary rotations (15). To run the large
number of variational circuit instances necessary for the data-driven
learning, we calibrate single- and two-qubit gates and execute lists of
circuits in an automated fashion.

The training pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1. The quantum circuits are
structured as layers of parameterized gates. We use two types of layers,
involving single-qubit rotations and two-qubit entangling gates. A
single-qubit layer sandwiches an X-rotation between two Z-rotations
on each qubit i, orR

ðiÞ
z ðaiÞR

ðiÞ
x ðbiÞR

ðiÞ
z ðgiÞ, involving 12 rotation param-

eters for the four qubits (see Fig. 2). An entangling layer applies Ising or
XX gates between all pairs of qubits according to any imposed con-
nectivity graph. This is expressed as a sequence ofXXi, j(ci, j) operations
as shown in Fig. 2, with up to six entangling parameters (15) for four
qubits. Because of the universality of this gate set, a sufficiently long
sequence of layers of these two types can produce arbitrary unitaries.

At the start of DDQCL, all the rotation and entangling parameters
are initialized with random values. Next, the circuit is repeatedly exe-
cuted on the trapped ion quantum computer to reconstruct the state
distribution. A classical computer then compares the measured dis-
tributionwith the target distribution and quantifies the differenceusing
a cost function (seeMaterials andMethods for details). A classical op-
timization algorithm then varies the parameters. We iterate the entire
process until convergence.

We impose two distinct connectivity graphs in a four-qubit circuit:
all to all and star, as shown in Fig. 2. With star connectivity, entan-
glement between certain qubit pairs cannot occur within a single gate
layer, which means that more layers are necessary for certain target
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distributions. Comparing the training process between circuits of dif-
ferent connectivity provides insight into the performance of DDQCL
algorithms on platforms with more limited interaction graphs.

For each connectivity graph, we add layers until the goal of repro-
ducing the BAS data with the trained model is achieved. The match
between training data and model is limited by noise, experimental
throughput rate (how fast the system can process circuits), and
sampling errors. The cost function used in optimization scores the
result, but a successful training process must be able to generate data

that can be qualitatively recognized as a BAS pattern to ensure that
the system provides usable results in the spirit of generative model-
ing in machine learning (22).

We now describe the classical optimization strategies for the train-
ing algorithm. Although gradient-based approaches were recently
proposed forDDQCL (23), we use gradient-free optimization schemes
that appear less sensitive to noise and experimental throughput. We
explore two such schemes: PSO (24) and BO (25). PSO is a stochastic
optimization scheme commonly used in machine learning that works
by creating many “particles” randomly distributed across parameter
space that explore the landscape collaboratively. We limit the number
of particles to twice the number of parameters. BO is a global optimi-
zation paradigm that can handle the expensive sampling of many-
parameter functions. It works by maintaining a surrogate model of
the underlying cost function and, at each iteration, updates the model
to guide the search for the global minimum. Essentially, the problem
of optimizing the real cost is replaced with that of optimizing the
surrogate model, which is designed to be a much easier optimization
problem.We use OPTaaS, a BO software package developed byMind
Foundry and adapted for this work.

RESULTS

Results from PSO optimization are shown in Fig. 3. We first simulate
the training procedure using a classical simulator in place of the quan-
tumprocessor (orange plots in Fig. 3). Since the PSOmethod is sensitive
to the initial “seed” values of the particles, we simulate the convergence
for many different random seeds (see Fig. 3). We choose a seed that
converges quickly and reliably under simulated sampling error to start
the training procedure on the trapped ion quantum computer illus-
trated in Fig. 1. We iterate the training until it converges (blue plots
in Fig. 3). In practice, which seeds are successful is unknown, and dif-
ferent seeds need to be tried experimentally until a good model is

Fig. 1. DDQCL is a hybrid quantum algorithm scheme that can be used for gen-

erativemodeling, illustrated here by the example of two by two BAS data. From
top left, clockwise: A parametrized circuit is initialized at random. Then, at each
iteration, the circuit is executed on a trapped ion quantum computer. The prob-
ability distribution of measurement is compared on a classical computer against
the BAS target dataset. Next, the quantified difference is used to optimize the
parametrized circuit. This learning process is iterated until convergence.

Fig. 2. Connectivity graphs and corresponding training circuits. Top: Fully connected training circuit layer, with layers of rotations (square boxes) and entangle-
ment gates (rounded boxes) between any pair of the four qubits. Bottom: Star-connected training circuit layer, with restricted entangling gates. In either case, each
rotation (denoted by X or Z) and each entanglement gate (denoted by XX) include a distinct control parameter, for a total of 18 parameters for the fully connected
circuit layer and 15 parameters for the star-connected circuit layer. We remove the first Z rotation (dashed square boxes) acting on the initial state ∣0>, resulting in 14
and 11 parameters. The connectivity figures on the left define the mapping between the four qubits and the pixels of the BAS images (see Fig. 1).
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obtained. This incurs an additional cost in the form of multiple inde-
pendent DDQCL training rounds.

For all-to-all connectivity, we find that a circuit with one rotation
gate layer and one entangling gate layer is able to produce the desired
BAS distribution (Fig. 3A). This is not the case for the star-connected
circuit, with the closest state having two additional components in
the superposition (states 6 and 9 in Fig. 3B). With two additional
layers, the star-connected circuit is able to model the BAS distri-
bution (orange plots of Fig. 3C). In the experiment, however (blue
plots in Fig. 3C), the PSO is unable to converge to an acceptable
solution even using the best prescreened seed value and sufficient
sample statistics. We conclude that PSO fails because the throughput
rate is too low for effectively training the circuit in the face of gate
imperfections.

For these reasons, we instead use a BO scheme for the circuit train-
ing procedure. We find that all circuits experimentally converge in
agreement with the simulations, as shown in Fig. 4. Moreover, even
the star-connected circuit with four layers now produces a recogniz-
able BAS distribution (Fig. 4C). In contrast to PSO, BO markedly re-
duces the number of samples needed for training and does not require
any preselection of random seeds or other prior knowledge of the cost-
function landscape.

BO updates the surrogate model using the experimental result of
every iteration. Therefore, the classical part of each BO iteration con-

sumes more time than with PSO, where the time cost on the classical
optimizer is negligible. However, the BO procedure converges faster
to the desired BAS distribution. More generally, these examples high-
light the need to balance quantum and classical resources to produce
acceptable performance and run time in a hybrid quantum algorithm.

As a measure of the performance of the various training proce-
dures, we compute the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (DKL) (26)
and the qBAS score [an alternative performance measure suggested
in (16)] of the experimental results at the end of each DDQCL train-
ing run, as shown in Table 1. We also compute the entanglement en-
tropy (S) averaged over all two plus two qubit partitions assuming a
pure state (27), estimated via simulation of the quantum state from the
trained circuits. The entanglement entropy quantifies the level of en-
tanglement of a state, and thus indicates how difficult it is to produce
such state. This metric shows that the successfully trained circuits gen-
erate states that are consistent with a high level of entanglement. As a
reference, the entanglement entropy of a GHZ state over any partition
is S = 1.

DISCUSSION

This demonstration of generativemodeling using reconfigurable quan-
tum circuits of up to 26 parameters is one of the most powerful hybrid
quantum applications to date. With ongoing engineering improvements

Fig. 3. Quantum circuit training results with PSO, with simulations (orange) and trapped ion quantum computer results (blue). Column (A) corresponds to a
circuit with one layer of single qubit rotations (square boxes) and one layer of entanglement gates (rounded boxes) of all-to-all connectivity. The circuit converges well to
produce the BAS distribution. Columns (B) and (C) correspond to a circuit with two and four layers and star connectivity, respectively. In (B), the simulation shows imperfect
convergence with two extra state components (6 and 9), due to the limited connectivity, and the experimental results follow the simulation. In (C), the simulation shows
convergence to the BAS distribution, but the experiment fails to converge despite performing 1400 quantum circuits. The optimization is sensitive to the choice of
initialization seeds. To illustrate the convergence behavior, the shaded regions span the 5th to 95th percentile range of random seeds [500 for (A) and (B), 1000 for
(C)], and the orange curve shows the median. The two-layer circuits have 14 and 11 parameters for (A) all-to-all and (B) star connectivity, respectively while the (C)
star-connectivity circuit with four layers has 26 parameters. The number of PSO particles used is twice the number of parameters, and each training sample is repeated
5000 times. Including circuit compilation, controller-upload time, and classical PSO optimization, each circuit instance takes about 1 min to be processed, in addition to
periodic interruptions for the recalibration of gates.
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(28), we expect the system to grow in both qubit number and gate quality.
This approach can be scaled up to handle larger datasets with increased
qubit number by adapting the cost function for sparser sampling (16).
Moreover, this procedure can be adapted for other types of hybrid quan-
tum algorithms.

Classical optimization techniques for hybrid quantum algorithms
on intermediate-scale quantum computers do not always succeed (29).
Recent work suggests that typical cost functions for medium to large
scale variational quantum circuits landscape resemble “barren plateaus”
(30), making optimization hard. As quantum computers scale up for

larger problems, the cost of classical optimization such as BO must
be weighed against the quantum algorithmic advantage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Trapped ion quantum computer
The trapped ion quantum computer used for this study consists of a
chain of seven single 171Yb+ ions confined in aPaul trap and laser-cooled
close to their motional ground state. Each ion provides one physical
qubit in the form of a pair of states in the hyperfine-split 2S1/2 ground

Fig. 4. Quantum circuit training results with BO, with simulations (orange) and trapped ion quantum computer results (blue). Column (A) corresponds to a
circuit with two layers of gates and all-to-all connectivity. Columns (B) and (C) correspond to a circuit with two and four layers and star connectivity, respectively.
Convergence is much faster than with PSO (Fig. 3). Unlike the PSO results, the four-layer star-connected circuit in (C) is trained successfully, and no prior knowledge
enters BO process. As before, the two-layer circuits have 14 and 11 parameters for (A) all-to-all and (B) star connectivity, respectively while the (C) star-connectivity circuit
with four layers has 26 parameters. We used a batch of five circuits per iteration, and each training sample was repeated 5000 times. Including circuit compilation,
controller-upload time, and BO classical optimization, each circuit instance takes 2 to 5 min, depending on the amount of accumulated data.

Table 1. DKL (see Materials and Methods), qBAS score, and entanglement entropy (S) for the state obtained at the end of each of the DDQCL training on
hardware for various circuits and classical optimizers used.
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level with an energy difference of 12.642821 GHz, which is insensitive
to magnetic fields to first order. The qubits are collectively initialized
into ∣0> through optical pumping, and state readout is accomplished
by state-dependent fluorescence detection (31). Qubit operations are
realized via pairs of Raman beams, derived from a single 355-nm
mode-locked laser (15). These optical controllers consist of an array
of individual addressing beams and a counter-propagating global
beam that illuminates the entire chain. Single qubit gates are realized
by driving resonant Rabi rotations of defined phase, amplitude, and
duration. Single-qubit rotations about the z axis are performed by
classically advancing/regarding the phase of the optical beatnote ap-
plied to the particular qubit. Two-qubit gates are achieved by illumi-
nating two selected ions with beat-note frequencies near motional
sidebands and creating an effective Ising spin-spin interaction via
transient entanglement between the two qubits and the motion in
the trap (32–34). Since our particular scheme involvesmultiple modes
ofmotion, we use an amplitudemodulation scheme to disentangle the
qubit state from the motional state at the end of the interaction (35).
Typical single-qubit gate fidelities are 99.5(2)%. Typical two-qubit
gate fidelities are 98 to 99%, with fidelity mainly limited by residual
entanglement of the qubit states to the motional state of the ions, co-
herent cross-talk, and driving intensity noise from classical imper-
fections in our optical controllers.

In our experiment, the effect of the gate errors is seen as an offset in
the cost function after convergence. An improvement in gate fidelity
will reduce this offset. However, the convergence behavior of an ideal
system (as shown in the simulations in Figs. 3 and 4) is not significantly
faster than the actual experimental system. This is because it is limited
by the classical optimization routine.

The trapped ion quantum architecture is scalable to a much larger
number of qubits, as atomic clock qubits are perfectly replicable and do
not suffer idle errors (T1 and T2 times are essentially infinite). All of the
errors in scaling arise from the classical controllers, such as applied noise
on the trap electrodes and laser beam intensity fluctuations. Fundamen-
tal errors (such as spontaneous scattering from the control laser beams)
are not expected to play a role until our gates approach 99.99% fidelity.
However, as the qubit number grows beyond about 20 to 30, we
expected to sacrifice full connectivity, as gates will only be performed
with high fidelity between any qubit and its 15 to 20 nearest neighbors.

Another limitation is the sampling rate on the quantum computer.
This is limited by technical issues on the current experiment and can
be improved, e.g., by increasing the upload speed of the experimental
control system.

Classical optimizers: PSO and BO
We explored two different classical optimizers in this study: PSO
and BO.

PSO is a gradient-free optimization method inspired by the social
behavior of some animals. Each particle represents a candidate solu-
tion and moves within the solution space according to its current per-
formance and the performance of the swarm. Three hyperparameters
control the dynamics of the swarm: a cognition coefficient c1, a social
coefficient c2, and an inertia coefficient w (24).

Concretely, each particle consists of a position vector qi and a ve-
locity vector vi. At iteration t of the algorithm, the velocity of particle
i for the coordinate d is updated as

v
ðtþ1Þ
i;d ¼ wv

ðtÞ
i;d þ c1r

ðtÞ
1;d p

ðtÞ
i;d � q

ðtÞ
i;d

� �

þ c2r
ðtÞ
2;d g

ðtÞ
d � q

ðtÞ
i;d

� �

ð1Þ

where r
ðtÞ
1;d and r

ðtÞ
2;d are random numbers sampled from the uniform

distribution in [0,1] for every dimension and every iteration, p
ðtÞ
i is

the particle’s best position, and g(t) is the swarm’s best position. The
position is then updated as

q
ðtþ1Þ
i ¼ q

ðtÞ
i þ v

ðtÞ
i ð2Þ

In our problem, each particle corresponds to a point in parameter
space of the quantum circuit. For example, in the fully connected circuit
with two layers, each particle consists of an instance of the 14 pa-
rameters. Recall, however, that parameters are angles and therefore pe-
riodic; we customized the PSO updates above to use this information.
In Eq. 1,p

ðtÞ
i;d andq

ðtÞ
i;d can be thought of as two points on a circle. Instead

of using the standard displacement p
ðtÞ
i;d � q

ðtÞ
i;d , we used the angular dis-

placement, that is, the signed length of the minor arc on the unit circle.
We used the same definition of displacement for the swarm’s best
position g

ðtÞ
i;d . Last, in Eq. 2, we made sure to express angles always using

their principal values.
In our experiments, we set the number of particles to twice the

number of parameters of the circuit. Position and velocity vectors
of each particle were initialized from the uniform distribution. For
the coefficients, we used c1 = c2 = 1 and w = 0.5.

BO is a powerful global optimization paradigm. It is best suited to
finding optima ofmultimodal objective functions that are expensive to
evaluate. There are twomain features that characterize theBOprocess:
the surrogate model and an acquisition function.

The surrogatemodel is nonparametricmodel of the objective func-
tion.At each iteration, the surrogatemodel is updated using the sampled
points in parameter space. The package used in this study is OPTaaS
by Mind Foundry. It implements the surrogate model as regression
using Gaussian process (36). A kernel (or correlation function) char-
acterizes the Gaussian process, we used a Matern 5/2 as it provides
the most flexibility.

The acquisition function is computed from the surrogatemodel. It is
used to select points for evaluation during the optimization. It trades off
exploration against exploitation. The acquisition function of a point has
a high value if the cost function is expected to give a notable improve-
ment over historically sampled points or if the uncertainty of the point
is high, according to the surrogate model. A simple and well-known
acquisition function, Expected Improvement (37), is used here.

In our case,OPTaaS also leverages the cyclic symmetry of the angles
by embedding the parameter space into a metric space with the appro-
priate topology, effectively allowing the Gaussian process surrogate
model to be placed over a hypertorus rather than a hypercube. This
greatly alleviates the so-called curse of dimensionality (38) and allows
for much more efficient use of samples of the objective function.

It is the key in BO to adequately optimize the acquisition function
during each iteration. OPTaaS puts considerable computational re-
sources toward this nonconvex optimization problem.

There are twomajor reasons why the BO out performs PSO in our
specific case. First, PSO spends significant amount of computation
resource exploring trajectories far from optimal, while BO mitigates
it by the use of acquisition function. Second, the maintenance of the
surrogate model enables us to make much better use of the informa-
tion from the historical exploration of the parameter space.

Cost functions
We used a cost function to quantify the difference between the target
BAS distribution and the experimental measurements of the circuit.
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The cost functions used to implement the training are variants of the
original DKL (26)

DKLðp; qÞ ¼ �∑
i
pðiÞlog

qðiÞ

pðiÞ
ð3Þ

Here, p and q are two distributions. DKL(p, q) is an information
theoretic measure of how two probability distribution differ. If base 2
for the logarithm is used, then it quantifies the expected number of
extra bits required to store samples from p when an optimal code
designed for q is used instead. It can be shown that DKL(p, q) is non-
negative and is zero if and only if p = q. However, it is asymmetric in
the arguments and does not satisfy the triangle inequality. Therefore,
DKL(p, q) is not a metric.

The DKL is a very general measure, but it is not always well de-
fined, e.g., if an element of the domain is supported by p and not by q,
then the measure will diverge. This problem may occur quite often if
DKL(p, q) is estimated from samples and if the dimensionality of the
domain is large. For PSO, we used the clipped negative log-likelihood
cost function (16),

Cnll ¼ �∑
i
pðiÞlog fmax ½D; qðiÞ�g ð4Þ

Here, we set p as the target distribution. Thus, Eq. 4 is equivalent to
Eq. 3 up to a constant offset, so the optimization of these two functions
is equivalent. D is a small number (0.0001 here) used to avoid a numer-
ical singularity when q(i) is measured to be zero. For BO, we used the
clipped symmetrized DKL as the cost function

~DKLðp; qÞ ¼ DKL½max ðD; pÞ;max ðD; qÞ�
þ DKL½max ðD; qÞ;max ðD; pÞ� ð5Þ

This is found to be the most reliable variant of DKL for BO.
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